Abstract. Two complementary but equivalent semantic interpretations of a high level probabilistic programming language are given.
Introduction
Probabilistic algorithms have undergone a recent surge of interest among computer scientists (see references). In this paper we provide a formal denotational semantics for a simple yet powerful class of probabilistic programs. There are several reasons why this should prove worthwhile: 1) A. Yao (1977) and M. Rabin (1976) have grouped research in probabilistic algorithms into two disparate areas, which Yao has termed the distributional approach and the randomized approach. In the former, the algorithm itself is deterministic, the input is assumed to satisfy some fixed distribution, and the average behavior of the program is studied with respect to that distribution (see e.g. Knuth (1973) , Karp (1976) , Yao and Yao (1978». In the latter, the input is fixed, but the program is allowed to make stochastic moves (see e.g. Rabin (1976) , Solovay and Strassen (1977) , Gill (1974) , Adleman (1978) , Miller (1975». Yao (1977 established a connection between the two approaches by defining a measure of complexity based on each and proving their equivalence. In the semantics given here, the two approaches are completely unified.
2) Until now, the theoretical models of probabilistic computation have been relatively low-level from a programming language point of view (decision trees in Yao (1977) , probabilistic Turing machines in Gill (1974) , directed graphs in Gouda and Manning (1976) , probabilistic finite automata in Paz (1971». However, high level probabilistic languages have been in use since the earliest versions of FORTRAN (Backus et al. (1957») and BASIC (see Kurtz (1978», both of which had a random number facility. Here we consider a version of while programs, a higher level language more closely resembling modern procedure-oriented languages.
Besides being easier to program, the while program model is more versatile. All the models mentioned above restrict us to a limited class of discrete probability measures, whereas there are certainly situations in which continuous distributions are more realistic, for instance in modeling economic systems or population growth. The semantics herein makes no distinction between discrete and continuous distributions.
3) Until now, analysis of probabilistic programs has been largely ad hoc. This may be all right for the low-level models above, since the discrete distributions they use are well understood (e.g. a "random graph" is usually taken to have every possible edge with probability 1/2, certainly an expedient choice, but not necessarily the most realistic). In the general case, sums are replaced by abstract integrals, combinatorics is replaced by analysis, and intuition is more likely to break down. It is therefore worthwhile to develop an assertion language and a system of proof rules, for the same good reasons as in the deterministic case; but proof rules do not make sense without a viable semantics, so this paper may be considered a first step in that direction. 4) Finally, and most importantly, this work recasts the usual Scott-Strachey least fixed point semantics in a unexpected mold: the theory of linear operators in Banach spaces. It is shown how the partially ordered domains of Scott (1970) and others, which originally may have appeared contrived, are in fact embedded as substructures of more conventional mathematical structures which have been studied since the 1930s. Specifically, we interpret programs and data as elements of the ordered Banach spaces of Birkhoff (1938) and Kakutani (1941) . Banach spaces are normed vector spaces which are complete with respect to the metric induced by their norm. Such spaces have a wide range of applications: they form the basis of statistical mechanics, functional analy-sis, and ergodic theorv, and are also used in the study of Markov processes and differential equations.
rheir theory is a sublime marriage of analysis and algebra, and is among the richest of all mathematics. It therefore seems worthwhile to point out their relationship to rrogrammlI1g language semantics, thereby putting powerful techniques at our disposal.
Section 2 of the paper is devoted to the relevant definitions and elementary results of linear analysis and probability theory, in an effort to make the paper as self-contained as possible.
In section 3 we describe the syntax of probabilistic while programs, which are like deterministic while programs (sinlple assignments xi: f(x 1"" ,x n ), composition, conditional tests, while loops), except they allow calls on a random number generator (Xi : = RANDOM). We then give two equivalent semantic definitions, I and 2. Semantics I is more operational and more intuitive. It is based on classical probability theory as found in Feller (1968) and Chung (1974) , and is probably the first attempt one would make, especially if she were a probabilist. In semantics 1, program variables are interpreted as partial random variables defined on a probability space and taking values in a domain X.
Programs with n variables are interpreted as measurable functions from X n to XIl. The input to the program is a sequence of n random variables. The output is again a sequence of n random variables, obtained by composing the program with the input. Semantics 2 is the more denotational; it more closely resembles ScottStrachey least fixed point semantics, since it involves partially ordered domains, namely the partially ordered Banach spaces of Birkhoff (1938) and Kakutani (1941) . In Semantics 2, the input to a program S is a probability distribution J.L on xn and the output is a subprobability distribution S(J.L). Programs are interpreted as continuous linear transformations on the space of distributions.
The chief advantage of Semantics 2 over Semantics I is that many problems of overspecification are avoided. As a result, properties concerning the probabilistic behavior of the program are more easily expressed. Another advantage of Semantics 2 is that the actual specification of the semantics itself is concise and elegant.
The semantics of the while loop is obtained by solving a simple operator equation in S' n P'. The equation is obtained by unwinding the loop once. It turns out to be an example of one well studied by functional analysts, and it appears in many texts (e.g. Collatz, p. 358). The existence of a solution is immediate from standard theorems of functional analysis.
We also show in section 3 how an ordered domain of partial functions is embedded naturaJly into an ordered Banach space.
In section 4 we prove a general theorem allowing the constructions of section 3 in higher types. The second result of section 5 is a concise characterization of all possible solutions of the defining equation for while loops. As a corollary we show that the condition on all inputs, the loop is executed infinite~y often with probability 0 is necessary and sufficient for the uniqueness of the solution.
Background and notation
In this section we establish notation and review some basic results that will be used in later sections. For a more careful treatment, the following texts are recommended: measure theory:
Flalmos (1950); probability theory: Feller (l96R), Chung (1974): linear analysis: Dunford and Schwartz (1958) . In addition, Lattice
Theory by Garrett Birkhoff (1967) is an excellent introduction to partially ordered linear spaces.
1 Measure and probability
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the following concepts: a-algebra, measurable set, measurable space, cartesian product of measurable spaces, measurable function, measure, positive measure, simple function, integral, probability measure, probability space, sample point, joint distribution, independence, conditional probability. 
where the supremum is taken over all countable measurable parti-
IJlI is itself a measure (Dunford and Schwartz, Lemma 7, p. 128 The first property says that P is closed under positive operations, and the second says that P is not too wide. For example, P might be the set of vectors in RI1 with nonnegative coefficients, or the set of functions taking on only nonnegative values in the space of continuous rc· \:dued functions on some interval.
P induces a partial order x~y iff y-x E P; P is then the set of x such that x~O (hence the term positive). The order~is condition- 
The norm is the total variation norm described in 2.1.
Probabilistic while programs
In this section we describe a class of probabilistic programs called while programs and give two approaches to their interpretation: a more operational semantics 1 and a more denotational semantics 2. The semantics 1 is a straightforward, perhaps more intuitive interpretation we might ascribe to while programs at first.
It is more closely related to classical probability theory as found in Feller (1968) 
Syntax
The programs we consider are while programs over the variables x t , ... ,x n · Syntactically, they consist of five types of statements: undefined if no such n exists.
The specification is completed by giving a sequence y n+ l'y n+2"" of independent, identically distributed random variables (Q,F,P) .... (X,M) (for the random number generator). If the input is a sequence of random variables x I"" ,x n ' we also require that Yn+I'Yn+2"" be independent of x1,.·.,x n . The result of applying program S to x I, ... ,x n is the first n components of the random vector fSo(xl, ... ,xo'YIl+I"")'
There are some noteworthy problems with this approach, mostly centered on the fact that modeling probabilistic values as random variables results in needless overspecification. For example, the particular random number assigned to xi in the random assignment depends on the path of execution up to that point, whereas the probabilistic behavior of the program is independent of this, since the Yi are independent and identically distributed.
Along the same lines, the probabilistic flow of the program, based on conditional tests in 3.1.4 and 3.1.5, do not depend on the random vectors xthemselves, but only on their distributions. Finally, if we are studying the average behavior of a deterministic program with respect to some input distribution, we are usually given only the distribution and not some random variable satisfying it. In such cases we would be forced to invent a sample space (Q,F,P) and an input vector x: (Q ,F ,P Part of the mass may go around infinitely often. This characterization is conceptually helpful in many situations; for example, suppose fl is a probability distribution (i.e. fl~0 and fl(X n ) = 1).
What is the probability that program S halts when its input satisfies distribution fl? It is exactly S(fl)(X n ), the probability of the universal event X n upon output.
Let (X,M) be a measurable space and let B = B(X n ,M n ) be the set of measures on (X n ,M n ), as defined in section 2. If we define addition and scalar multiplication on B by upper bound at all (see Birkhoff (1967) , p. 365).
More important for our purposes than conditional complete- the components x fl + I ,x l1 + 2 ,··· are independent of xl"" ,x n and are themselves independent and identically distributed with distribution p, and let 11 be the distribution on X n induced by the first n components of x. Then x has distribution 11 x p w. If program S is applied to x under semantics I, the result is f Sox, with distribution (11 x pw) 0 f s 1. In light of this, the following theorem asserts the equivalence of semantics 1 and semantics 2.
Then for all Theorem 3.3.9.
Let S be a program. 
Encoding deterministic semantics
It is obvious how deterministic semantics is a special case of The total variation norm is given by I I L axx I I = L I ax I .
xEw xEw
Let P be the cone of positive measures and let S be the closed unit ball.
As usual, a "flat domain" is constructed from w by appending a bottom element 1. to wand defining an order~on wU {1.} so that 
Moreover, it is a simple matter to verify that II T II is bounded, and indeed I I T I I~1; and that T preserves P. This says that T is in both the positive cone and the closed unit ball of the space B' of operators.
Under this embedding of Pfn( w ... w) in B', the totally undefined function on w is mapped to 0, as desired; moreover, k in Pfn(w"'w) is mapped to~in B'.
Extension to higher types
In this section we will prove a general theorem which allows the least fixed point construction in higher types. As a corollary we show that the intersection S n P of the positive cone and the This property, along with conditional completeness, allows the least fixed point construction of the previous section to be applied verbatim in all higher types.
In the process of proving Theorem 4.5 we will obtain some insight into the respective roles of order and norm. Scott and others used order exclusively. Their strategy was based on the view that "all semantically meaningful functions should be [order] continuous" (Lehmann, p. 123) . However, there is no a priori reason for this restriction; it is motivated more by technical con- 
This theorem implies the existence of a fixed point in S n P in all types, by the argument of section 3. However, in order to obtain the least fixed point by taking the infimum of fixed points, we need:
Coro!lan' 4.6. Any type is conditionally complete.
Proof. Again, the proof is hy induction on type. It is certain· ly true for B, so consider the higher type (C-. D). By Birkhoff ( 1967, Theorem 17, p. 365) and the ind uction hypothesis, the positive cone of (C-. D) is a vector lattice.
Now suppose Sn is a set of elements bounded above by S. We may assume without loss of generality that the Sa are all positive, since we can translate a cofinal subset of a directed set to the positive cone by adding a constant, without affecting~. We may also assume that the set of Sa is closed under the join operation, since the supremum is not affected. By 4.4, So' is metrically bounded, so its supremum exists by 4.5.
The situation is similar for greatest lower bounds, by duality. 
Discrete measures and program equivalence
In section 3 we showed that all probabilistic prograIlls denote elenlents of S' n P'. Not all elen1ents of S' n p' are denoted by programs, however, so it is natural to look for a characterization of those which arc. Theorem 5.1.1 below sheds some light on this question. It says that all programs are comp'ete~~l determined by their behavior on inputs satisfying discrete distributions. That is, if S and T are two programs whose outputs S(/1) and 1'(/1) agree whenever Jl is discrete, then S = T under semantics 2.
It is not the case that any measure can be approximated by a sequence of discrete measures: the discrete measures forn1 a closed linear subspace of B, so any convergent sequence of discrete measures converges to a discrete measure. In fact~any Ineasure j.l can be decolllposed uniquely into its discrete and continuous parts edisc(j.l) and /1-edisc(j.l)· 'The projection edisc which takes a measure into its discrete part is a continuous linear transformation in
Sf nP', given ,by sup e B where the suprCrIlUrll is taken over all countable measurable sets B. This supremum exists and is in S' n p' by Theorem 4.5. The projection I --edisc' also in Sf nP', takes a measure into its continuous part. There are certainly distinct elements of S' n p' which agree on the discrete measures: I and l\ltsc for example. Since I is given hy a program. Theorem
I. 1 says that there is no program to compute t'disc
Since the subspace of discrete measures is the closure of the linear span of the point masses, and since programs are linear and continuous. Theorem 5.1.1 also says that the behavior of a program is completely determined by its behavior on point masses.
Thus to check whether two programs are equivalent, we need only check whether they are equivalent whenever the input satisfies a point mass distribution, i.e. is constant with probability 1.
It is relatively easy to see why 5.1.1 holds in the deterministic case, i.e. in the absence of random assignments. In the usual deterministic semantics, a program S has only countably many halting computation paths, and each such path is given by a program Sj without conditional tests or while loops. Moreover, the set of inputs which follow that computation path is a measurable set B i , since it is a Boolean combination of measurable sets occurring in conditional tests along the path. The complement of the union of these B i are all the inputs on which S does not halt; call this set B o . Then the set of all B i forms a countable measurable partition '71", and
We can use this characterization to construct discrete measures which account for all "behavior patterns", by picking a representative point from each partition element and assigning it a nonzero weight.
In the presence of a random assignment, however, the situation is somewhat more complicated. For one thing, no such notion vf 11 countably many behavior patterns" exists, even if the distribution of the random number generator is discrete. For example, it is an easy exercise to construct a probabilistic program with only a fair coin for a random number generator which, given real number x with probability one, 0~x~1, halts with probability exactly x. In this example, there are uncountably many behavior patterns, one for each 0 S x S 1.
In general, the situation is even more complicated than this.
The random number generator may satisfy any arbitrary distrihu-· tion. The result of any call on the random number generator not only rnay be used for deciding which path to take in an execution, but also may be added, multiplied, or in general combined with any other random number or input in any (measurable) way. Nevertheless. it is still true that program behavior is determined by the discrete inputs: According to the semantics 1 of section 3.2, Sand T denote partial measurable functions fs,fT:Xn+w ... XIl+w, respectively, and according to Theorem 3.3.9 , it suffices to show that
where BE Mil is arbitrary. 
or in other words What of the cases in which while B do S has a nonzero probability of getting stuck in the loop on some input satisfying probability distribution Jl? Call this probability the residue of while B do S on Jl. In such cases overdefinition seems possible, but the action of while B do S on Jl is forced with all but the residue probability, so we have only the residue at most to work with.
It will turn out that the following procedure is an acceptable method of overdefinition: on input Jl, choose a random element of the universe (according to some predetermined distribution 8) and let that be the output of the program while B do S with the residue probability. This is proved in Corollary 5.2.4. Thus alternative solutions to 3.3.7 in S' n? are always possible as long as the residue is nonzero.
The following lemma gives the formal definition of residue. gives the probability that the loop is executed at least m + 1 times, thus ep(Jl) gives the probability that it is executed infinitely often. The following corollary gives a large class of solutions to 3.3.7 in S' n ?, as described above. In other words, W o is the unique solution iff, on any input, while B do S loops infinitely often with probability O.
Conclusion
This paper has only scratched the surface of formal analysis of probabilistic programs. Of the many possible directions for further work, probably the most beneficial would be the study of assertion languages which can express such statements as "this program halts with probability at least p" and "this program takes at most n k steps with probability 2-k ," and systems of axioms and proof rules which might then be shown sound and complete relative to analysis. Ramshaw (1979) has made considerable progress in this direction.
One interesting side effect of establishing proof rules would be that probabilistic programs could be used to formulate and solve problems of probability theory in a more natural way. Many interesting topics in probability theory deal with iterated experiments (random walk, Markov chains, etc.) and probabilists bend over backwards to remove all traces of this dynamic aspect from the theory. However, it is quite straightforward to express a random walk problem as a halting problem for a probabilistic program.
This seems much more natural than the usual formulation of the problem in terms of a random variable on the set of infinite sequences of moves.
Another area for further investigation concerns correct program transformations. Clearly all correct deterministic program transformations are also correct for probabilistic programs, but a moment's reflection tells us that, in the presence of a random number generator, there may be many more.
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Finally we ask for a characterization of the computable distributions. Is there a "Church's thesis" of computable distributions?
If so, can they be computed by probabilistic while programs, say with only a fair coin for a random number generator?
This research has raised an interesting point regarding nondeterminism. Although both nondeterministic and probabilistic semantics are extensions of deterministic semantics, neither may be encoded in the other, at least in any obvious way. For example, if a nondeterministic while loop has arbitrarily long computations, then it must have an infinite conputation, by Konig's Lemma;
whereas a probabilistic while loop may run any given number of steps with nonzero probability, yet terminate with probability one.
If this is the case, why has so much effort been spent developing nondeterministic semantics to the exclusion of probabilistic semantics? Scott-style semantics does not extend easily to encompass nondeterminism. None of the powerdomain constructions (Plotkin ( 1976) , Lehmann (1976» are truly satisfying. On the other hand, the probabilistic construction herein extends deterministic semantics quite simply and naturally. The advantage of the probabilistic over the nondeterministic is not only technical, but also very practical: in a large operating system, although there may be an extremely small probability of a certain sequence of events, nondeterministic models must treat that sequence on an equal footing with any other sequence. It may be more reasonable to ignore that possibility entirely and save the overhead required to check for that special case. Perhaps it is time to speak less of total correctness or partial correctness and more of correctness with high probability.
